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I imagine a future full of 
excellent leather creations 
that are more sustainable

If it can be imagined, 
it can be created



Vegetable 
leathers

Upholstery 
chrome-free

Shoe upper, 
handbag, 
split, others  
chrome-free

Automotive 
chrome-free

Upholstery
chrome

Shoe upper,
handbag 
chrome

Split, others
chrome

Automotive 
chrome

Soaking Liming

Shavings 
chrome-free

Shavings 
chrome-free       
re-chrome

Selection 
chrome-free

Stahl EasyWhite Tan™ 

chrome-free tanning system

Just one tanning system to produce all types 
of leathers in a more sustainable way to 
standard specifications and beyond.

Stahl EasyWhite  
Tan™ Rewarded 
with Special 
Mention within the 
ICIS Environmental 
Benefit Award

Advantages

�  Full production flexibility between  

chrome and chrome-free leather 

�  Easy and simple production process,  

with less processing steps 

�  At least 80% less salt in waste water

�  Up to 40% less water consumption,  

water can be easily recycled

�  Chrome-free shavings

�  Less chrome in waste water: 

- no chrome needed during tanning and retanning 

-  however, if chrome leather is required, chrome can  

be added during retanning  

�  Higher cutting output of final leather

�  Very tight grain

�  Less neck wrinkles

�  Excellent grain flatness

�  Less veins visible

�  Less swelling of fibres

�  Tighter flanks

�  Better hides utilization

Leather characteristics Environmental benefits

Water: up to 40% less water needed during tanning, 
waste water can be directly re-used for liming 

Energy: less energy needed due to shorter process  
and reduction of chemicals required

Salt: as no additional salt is needed, salt in waste water 
of tanning is reduced by at least 80% 
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The information provided herein is not intended to form part of any offer or contract for the sale. Pictures, descriptions and statements are 
only artistic impressions and they are not representations of fact. STAHL does not warrant the accuracy and correctness of the information 
and will not be responsible in any way for any inaccuracy or omission of information herein, as well as for changes in colors and printing 
errors, or for any loss suffered by any person as a result of relying on the information.


